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ARMY DAY PARADE 2019
The Indian Armed Forces are the prime guardians of our national integrity and sovereignity.
On clear Sunday morning of 13 Jan 2019, 86 student- teachers of BEd Batch 2017-19 and 201820 along with Ms Kriti Guleria, Asst Prof and Ms Kavitha N Karun, Asst Prof witnessed the might
of Indian Army. It was spectacular to see soldiers of different Regiments displaying their marching
talents. Synchronizing the marching spree with the lyrics of Army band was mesmerizing and
added to the spirit of patriotism. There was spectacular display of warfare techniques from old
times to the contemporary period.
Reviewing Officer Lt Gen Surinder Singh, AVSM, VSM, ADC, GOC-IN-C Western Command
reviewed the Parade. Facing danger with valour and courage and taking valiant steps during the
adverse period calls for recognition and praise. Reviewing Officer added to the prestige of the
gallant acts by the soldiers and officers of the Indian Army by conferring upon them the gallantry
awards. He also encouraged each one present there by his words of wisdom.
Then there was display of Army’s might and strength through showcasing of strong fleet of tanks,
anti mine tanks, sattelites, radars etc. Brave soldiers and Officers showcased their balancing
talent through various formations on bikes and parachutes. Air display by helicopters added to the
excitement. All in attendance were mesmerized by the show of strength and talent of the Indian
Army.
Attending such events not only fills one with the patriotic pride but also helps oneself to ponder
over the value of Defense Personnel and the role they play in safeguarding the vast nation like
ours.

Glimpses of enthusiastic Participation by AIE faculty and student-teachers.

